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ABSTRACT
Contemporary office buildings commonly experience
changes in occupancy patterns and needs due to
changes in business practice and personal churns.
Hence, it is important to understand and accurately
capture the information of such trends for
applications in building design and subsequent
building operations. Detection of occupant presence
has been used extensively in built environments for
applications such as demand-controlled ventilation
and security, and occupancy profiles are widely used
in building simulations. However, the ability to
discern the actual number of people in a space is
often beyond the scope of current sensing techniques.
This paper presents a study to develop algorithms for
occupancy number detection based on the analysis of
environmental data captured from existing sensors
and ambient sensing networks. Both wireless and
wired sensor networks are deployed in the Robert L.
Preger Intelligent Workplace (IW) at Carnegie
Mellon University, comprising six different types of
sensors. An average of 80% accuracy on the
occupancy number detection was achieved by
Hidden Markov Models during testing periods. The
findings also offer encouraging possibilities for
incorporating the algorithms into building
management systems for optimizing energy use
while maintaining occupant comfort.

INTRODUCTION
A fundamental goal of energy efficient and high
performance buildings is to facilitate a comfortable,
healthy and productive environment for the
occupants while maintaining minimum energy
consumption. Information regarding the number of
occupants in a building space is a key component to
achieving this task and is useful for numerous
applications such as lighting control or demandcontrolled ventilation.
Current approaches to occupancy detection take
place mostly in commercial buildings through the use
of passive infrared (PIR) motion detectors. However,
motion detectors have inherent limitations when
occupants remain relatively still.
The use of
probabilistic models offers improved capability of
detecting occupant presence (Dodier et al. 2006, Page

et al. 2008). However, the fundamental dependence
on motion still remains. Moreover, motion detectors
alone only provide information regarding the
presence or absence of people in a space rather than
the number of occupants, information which is highly
useful for building control tasks such as demand
controlled ventilation (Emmerich, 2001). Video
cameras have been used in this regard (Stanislay et
al., 2006 and Trivedi et al., 2000); however, video
capture raises privacy concerns and requires large
amounts of data storage. Other work has focused on
the use of carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors in
conjunction with building models for estimating the
number of people generating the measured CO2 level
(Federspiel 1997, Wang et al. 1998). Sufficient
models, though, are often not easy to obtain and
extensions to complex or open spaces may be
difficult.
Recent research on so-called smart
environments involves the use of a diverse set of
sensors to monitor and infer human activity in a
building. Examples include the Georgia Tech Aware
Home (Lesser et al., 1999), the MIT Intelligent Room
(Torrance, 1995), the University of Colorado Boulder
Neural Network Adaptive Home (Mozer, 1998), and
the University of Texas at Arlington MavHome
(Cook et al, 2004, Youngblood et al., 2007). Most of
these works focus on behavioural modeling or
mobility tracking and do not exploit additional
sensing capability for the detection of occupancy
numbers. Furthermore, these test environments are
most commonly residential buildings. In general,
occupancy detection that fully exploits information
available from low cost, non-intrusive, environmental
sensors is an important yet little explored problem in
office buildings To investigate the use of ambient
sensors for detecting the number of occupants in an
office building, a comprehensive, ubiquitous,
environmental sensing test-bed was deployed in the
Robert L. Preger Intelligent Workplace (IW) at
Carnegie Mellon University. The overall goal of this
test-bed is to integrate state-of-the-art IT systems as
well as sensing, actuating, and controls technologies
to achieve energy efficiency while providing a
healthy and productive environment. This test-bed
includes distributed sensors for a variety of
environmental parameters such as CO2, carbonmonoxide (CO), total volatile organic compounds
(TVOC), small particulates (PM2.5), acoustics,
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illuminatioon, motion, teemperature, and
a
humidity.
The contrib
bution of the teest-bed lies in the magnitudee
and diversiity of the sensoor infrastructurre deployed ass
well as thee ability to cap
pture data conttinuously withh
very little human
h
intervention. While the aim of thee
study desccribed here iss on the deteection of thee
number of occupants in the
t building sp
pace, this test-bed is an iddeal testing envvironment for a large varietyy
of buildingg technology reesearch areas suuch as human-centered ennvironmental control,
c
securiity and energyy
efficient and sustainaable green buildings.
b
Inn
particular, the derived occcupancy inforrmation can bee
used as an
a input for both validaating buildingg
simulation models and simulating new
w building orr
control dessigns on realistiic occupancy profiles.
p
The paper is organized as follows. The ambientt
o the sensor network, thee
sensing innfrastructure of
environmen
ntal parametters measureed, and thee
underlying database setu
up are describ
bed. This iss
followed by
b an analysis of the correlation betweenn
the meassured environnmental parameters andd
occupancy level to be used as an indicaation of whichh
ambient sensors
s
provide the mostt informationn
regarding the
t number off people in the space. Thee
most relev
vant features arre then used in
i conjunctionn
with severaal machine leaarning techniquues, providingg
results for the detection of
o occupancy levels from thee
sensing nettwork.

processin
ng (OLTP) / on-line analyytical processinng
(OLAP) database management structture. All sensinng
systems (gas detectioon, CO2, wireless sensor annd
camera networks)
n
havve their own respective
r
OLT
TP
databasees that update tthe informatioon of the sensoors
and sen
nsing data continuously. To
T integrate the
t
sensing data
d informatioon for data anaalysis, a separaate,
standalonne OLAP dataabase was estabblished as a daata
warehou
use

SENSOR
R NETWOR
RK DEPLOY
YMENT IN
N
THE IW
The IW, deepicted in Figu
ure 1, is an oppen plan officee
space with sixteen roomss (bays) and one
o conferencee
room. It provides accommodation foor five facultyy
members, twelve PhD students annd two stafff
M
visitors frequent the IW
I every day,,
members. Many
and classes are held in the conferencce room. Thee
entire indooor environmennt can be considered heavilyy
dynamic.
Sensing neetwork
The sensinng infrastructu
ure deployed in the IW iss
divided into three separatte sensor network systems: a
wired senssors gas detection sensor neetwork, whichh
measures CO
C 2, CO, TVO
OC, outside tem
mperature, dew
w
point, andd small particu
ulates (PM2.55); a wirelesss
ambient-seensing network
k, which meassures lighting,,
temperature, relative huumidity (RH),, motion andd
acoustics; and an indepeendent CO2 seensor network.
This multitude of ambieent informationn captured byy
the networrk aims at captturing the diffferent methodss
of interactiion possible between
b
occupants and theirr
working en
nvironment, naamely the emiission of heat,,
the emissio
on of pollutants such as CO2 and odor, andd
the generattion of sound (Page et al., 2007).
2
Such a
diverse sett of sensors also allows forr investigationn
into which environmen
ntal parameteers have thee
h occupancy levels. Thee
greatest coorrelation with
sensor layyout is illustraated in Appeendix 1. Thiss
experimenttal setup emp
ploys an on-linne transactionn

Preger Intelligent Workplacee
Figuree 1. Robert L. P
In additiion to the senssing networks, a video cameera
system is
i deployed wiith a video caamera in each of
several IW
I bays. Capptured videos can be analyzzed
by user-aassisted softwaare to determinne the number of
occupantts in the spaace at a giveen time. Thhis
informattion is used for ground truth
t
occupanncy
profiles in
i our analysis.
Data colllection
Data colllection in the IW for this work
w
took plaace
during tw
wo continuouss periods and in
i two bays. The
T
time perriods are 1) Jannuary 29th to March
M
7th, 20008;
and 2) March 17th, 2008 to April
A
4th, 20008.
ncy data was recorded on weekdays froom
Occupan
8:00 am to 6:00 pm froom the two bay
ys with the moost
frequent occupancy activity, bays 133 and 10. Tabble
1 lists th
he details of each dataset and the label for the
t
dataset used
u
throughouut the rest of thee paper.
Table 1 Datta collection peeriods
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Datasett

Bay

Sta
arting
d
date

Ending
date

# Data
a
points in
i
total

B13_P1
B13_P22
B13_P3
B10_P1
B10_P22
B10_P3

13
13
13
10
10
10

01//29/08
03//17/08
03//27/08
01//29/08
03//17/08
03//27/08

03/077/08
04/044/08
04/03/08
03/077/08
04/044/08
04/03/08

21528
7705
1156
20702
7555
1157

RIG( y, x) =

IG( y, x)
⋅100%
H ( y)

(1)

where the mutual information IG is
IG( y, x) = H ( y ) − H ( y | x)

(2)
and the entropy H(y) is a measure of the inherent
uncertainty of the random variable y:

Feature

Description
1st order difference of CO2: CO2(t(i))CO2(t(i-1))
1st order shifted difference of CO2
(CO2(t(i))-CO2(t(i-2)
2nd order difference of CO2:
CO2_FD(t(i))–CO2_FD(t(i-1))

CO2_FD
CO2_FD2
CO2_SD

1st order difference of CO2 difference
between indoor and outdoor:
CO2_Diff(t(i))-CO2_Diff(t(i-1))

CO2_Diff

CO2_Diff_SD (2nd order difference of
CO2 difference between indoor and
outdoor: CO2_Diff_FD(t(i))CO2_Diff_FD(t(i-1))
20 minutes of moving average of CO2
measurement

CO2_Diff_FD

CO2_MA_20min

Table 3 Information gain with different number of
features as output for CO2 for the period B13_P1

n

H ( y ) = ∑ − p ( y i ) log 2 p ( y i )

Results from feature selection
Table 3 shows an example of the feature selection
analysis on CO2 data for a particular bay. The
features investigated are shown in Table 2.
Information gain is computed for increasing numbers
of input features and, for each iteration, feature
combinations yielding the highest information gain
are noted (indicated by the check marks in Table 3).
This analysis is repeated for each bay, and the
number of selections of each feature is totalled to
obtain the most informative features for a given
sensor. For instance, the three most informative
features for CO2 are found after totalling the
selections across all bays to be CO2_Out, CO2_FD2
and CO2_MA_20min.

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

CO2_Diff_SD

CO2_Diff
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

CO2_Diff_FD

CO2Out

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

CO2_SD

CO2_FD2

√
√
√

CO2_FD

(3)
with n indicating the total number of values the
random variable y can take. High entropy
corresponds to high uncertainty and vice versa. We
use information gain in this study to assess the
correlation between occupancy and different sets of
features derived from the sensor data. In general, the
feature set is comprised of the following features
computed for each ambient sensor: the original
output, first order difference, second order difference
and difference between the indoor and outdoor
values. For CO2 and acoustics, a 20 minute moving
average value is also considered. We employ a tool
(Anderson and Moore, 1998) that uses an exhaustive
search algorithm to check all possible feature
combinations from the feature space and then select
the most informative combination of features based
on the relative information gain.

CO2

i =1

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

RIG(%)

We first explore which features of the environmental
sensing network provide the most useful information
in the detection and prediction of the occupancy
number. To this end, we use the notion of
information gain, which is a measure of the amount
of uncertainty of the input of a system given the
value of the output. We present here a brief
overview of the methodology and results of the
feature selection analysis; a full report of the details
can be found in (Lam et al., 2009).
Information gain
Mathematically, the relative information gain
between two random variables x and y is defined as
(Mitchell, 1997)

A similar analysis was conducted combining the
three most informative features for a given sensor
with those from other sensors. A detailed analysis
can be found in (Lam, et al., 2009).
Table 2 Investigated features of CO2

CO2_MA_20min

FEATURE SELECTION

20
28
40
52
60
67
67

Summarizing the results, thermal performance
parameters such as temperature and relative humidity
are dominated more by the building heating, cooling,
and ventilation systems. The selected features giving
the largest information gain are found to be: CO2,
CO2_Diff, CO2_FD2 and CO2_MA_20min acoustics,
acoustics_FD2 and PIR. These features are used as
inputs to the occupancy estimation methods
discussed below. Note that the occupancy estimation
methods were also evaluated with additional feature
combinations, and those yielding the best results
were consistent with the results of Lam et al. (2009).

OCCUPANCY DETECTION ANALYSIS
Occupancy Estimation Methodology
In this section, three popular machine learning
technologies including Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Neural Networks (NN) and Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) are introduced as possible
techniques for studying the occupancy detection.
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Support Vector Machine
Support vector machines, developed by Vapnik and
his co-workers in 1995, have been widely applied in
classification, forecasting and regression of random
data sets. Their practical success can be attributed to
solid theoretical foundations based on VapnikChervonenkis Theory (Cherkassky, 2004). The
detailed theory and principles can be found in (Vapnik,
1995). One of the primary features of SVM is to map
non-linear functions in a low dimensional space to a
higher dimensional space through the use of a kernel
function. Most previous reported studies used a
Gaussian function as the kernel model for regression
analysis. A SVM with a Gaussian kernel is applied to
this sensor network data. The LibSVM toolkit
developed by Chang and Lin (2001) is then used to
train and test the data sets. In order to avoid overfitting, a ten-fold cross validation was conducted on
the data sets.
Neural Network
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an
interconnected group of artificial neurons that uses a
mathematical or computational model for information
processing based on a connection approach to
computation.
An ANN of two hidden layers with different
combinations of neuron numbers in each hidden layer
was tested on the data from the IW. Figure 2 shows
the structure of the ANN. The neural network applied
in this study is used for creating, training, and
simulating a fully-connected, feed-forward network.
Fully-connected means that each node is connected to
all other nodes in the adjacent layers, and feed-forward
indicates that information is passed in a single
direction from the input to the output nodes.
The learning algorithm employed is the backpropagation, generalized delta method. In this
algorithm, the value of the output of the NN is
compared to a target value to determine an error. The
weights associated with the connection between nodes
are then adjusted in a backward direction from the
output layer to the input layer in order to minimize this
error.
The ANN was implemented using the Matlab Neural
Network toolbox. The input layer inputs the most
important features obtained from the results of feature
selection. The Log Sigmoid function is used as the
transfer function in all hidden layers, and a linear
function is used in the output layer. Because neural
networks are not guaranteed to reach a global solution,
training is repeated 10 times, and the output results are
averaged.
Hidden Markov Model
A hidden Markov model is a statistical model in which
the system being modeled is assumed to be a Markov
process with unknown parameters, and the challenge is
to determine the hidden parameters from the
observable parameters. The extracted model

parameters can then be used to perform further
analysis, for example, for pattern recognition
applications. A HMM can be considered to be the
simplest dynamic Bayesian network.

Figure 2 Structure of 2-hidden layer Neural Network
In this study, the occupancy number is considered to
be a hidden state and the most important features from
the sensor network as observations as shown in Figure
3. Unlike the NN approach, the HMM method
explicitly accounts for temporal correlations between
occupancy levels and environmental parameters in
consecutive time steps. This temporal information has
the potential to greatly improve prediction.

Figure 3 Structure of HMM
To train the HMM, the forward and backward
algorithm is applied. The update rule is (Rabiner,
1989):
(1)Initialize:
|
(4)
Where O1..n are observed sensor values.
(2)For i=2 to n,
|
|
(5)
and
are the number of occupancy in time t
and time t-1.
(3) Initialize:
1
(6)
(4) For i =2 to n,
∑
|
|
(7)
(5) Finally,
| …
(8)
Where
∑
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4

is a forward factor;
is a backward factor;
the
state;
the
observation;
The final estimation is obtained from Equation (8),
which is the maximum probability based on the
current sensor observations and previous occupant
number.
Occupancy estimation results

Actual
Estimated

Number of Occupancy

3

2

1

Results from NN and SVM
Figures 4 and 5 show the results from the SVM and
ANN analysis, respectively. Data for one day (March
21) was used for testing, and the remaining dates
were used for training. The x axis corresponds to
time in terms of the number of samples (sampling
time is once per minute), and the y axis the number
of occupants in the space. The blue line is the actual
occupancy profile and the red dotted line is the
estimation.
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Figure 5 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay
13_P2 on March 21 with ANN of 75% accuracy
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Figure 6 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay
13_P2 on March 21 with HMM of 75% accuracy
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Figure 4 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay
13_P2 on March 21 with SVMs of 73% accuracy
Both SVMs and ANN generate rather noisy
occupancy estimates with frequent fluctuations. This
can in part be attributed to the SVM and ANN
assumption that each data point is independent and
identically distributed, which is not always accurate.
This is particularly true with respect to parameters
such as CO2 because of the strong temporal
correlations inherent in CO2 measurements. The
HMM approach is more well suited to account for
these temporal correlations because of the dynamic
Markov properties.
Results from Hidden Markov Model
Figure 6 shows the result of the HMM estimate on
the same date, March 21. Compared to the results
from SVM and ANN, the estimate profile is much
smoother and reasonable. The estimated occupancy
profile tracks very well with the actual profile with
an accuracy of 75% (number of correctly estimated
points divided by the total number of points).

Number of Occupancy
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Estimated

2
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0
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200
Time(Number of Steps)

250

300

350

Figure 7 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay
10_P2 on March 21 with HMM of 70% accuracy
Figure 7 shows the results from bay 10 on the same
date. There are several spikes in the true occupancy
that the HMM does not detect; these spikes represent
a sudden change in the number of occupants in a
particular bay for a short duration, for example, a
student dropping by a bay for under a minute. Figure
8 shows the results on Bay 13 for a testing date of
March 06, 2008 with training on the remaining days
of the P1 test period. The model successfully detects
periods where nobody is in the space but sometimes
with a slight delay that is due to the 20-minute
moving average of CO2 that is used as one of the
features. The total accuracy is around 60%. Figure 9
shows the result from Bay 10 on January 29.
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2

buildings. Each system requires its own set-up
procedures and sensor calibrations as well as
communication protocols for both the wired and
wireless networks.
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Figure 8 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay
13_P1 on March 06 with HMM of 60% accuracy
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Figure 9 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay
10_P1 on January 29 with HMM of 58% accuracy
We next tested the HMM estimation approach on
longer time periods of one week. Figures 10 and 11
show one week estimation results from bays 13 and
bay 10, respectively. The testing period is from
period P3 as shown in Table 1 and the training period
is obtained by combining the P1 and P2 periods. In
total, there are 1156 data points. Accuracies for
Figures 10 and 11 are 70% and 65%, respectively.
While these numbers appear somewhat low, the
profiles illustrate that the estimations track changes
in occupancy fairly well. The estimated profiles also
present a “smoothed” version of the true occupancy
profile.
In summary, the HMM successfully describes the
major changes in occupancy while ignoring abrupt
fluctuations of short duration. From the perspective
of an occupancy-based control scheme, this
behaviour is sufficient because the abrupt changes
are rather insignificant. Also, it should be noted that
the definition of accuracy here is a one-to-one correct
mapping for the estimated and actual occupancy
numbers. An alternative approach that leads to
improved accuracy and a still meaningful result for
occupancy-based control is to estimate occupancy
ranges (e.g., 0 occupancy, 1-2 occupants, 3-4, etc.).

CONCLUSION
This paper presents the challenges and experience
gained from deploying a large-scale sensor network
in a test-bed open office environment. The
environment closely represents a “real-world’
scenario where a plethora of different IT-based
systems are typically found in contemporary

Three machine learning methods were investigated
for the estimation of occupancy numbers for a typical
daily schedule. Our results indicate that, due to the
characteristics of the open office plan, CO2 and
acoustic parameters have the largest correlation with
the number of occupants in the space. Complications
arise when using acoustics, however, because of the
affect of sound in adjacent office bays. A Hidden
Markov approach to occupancy detection results in
estimation accuracy similar to that of a Neural
Network approach. However, the HMM model more
realistically describes an occupancy presence profile
due to its ability to discount sudden brief changes in
occupancy levels as well as maintain a constant level
during static occupancy periods. Both the daily and
weekly results show HMM achieves reasonable
tracking of an actual occupancy profile.
Future studies will focus on HVAC control design
and operation such as ventilation control based on the
results of detected number of occupants.
Additionally, although our experience showed
reasonable occupancy estimation accuracies with
training data sets of 2-4 weeks, further exploration of
sufficient training set sizes is needed. Generalization
of learned models to other environments (e.g.,
different buildings or seasons) is also an area of
future research.
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Figure 10 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay 13 from Results from dataset B13_P3 from March27 to April03
with HMM of 70% accuracy
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Figure 11 Occupancy Estimation Results of Bay 10 from Results from dataset B10_P3 from March27 to April03
with HMM of 65% accuracy
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APPENDIX 1 Sensor network layout of the Intelligent Workplace, Carnegie Mellon University

ITEST Sensor Key
CO2 Sensor
CO, CO2, TCOV Sensor
Gas Sensor Network Router
Temperature, RH, Acoustics

C

N
Bay 15

C-15

Bay 14 C-13

C-14

RS200
ADR5,Channel 3
1-1-A-5-3

RS200
ADR5,Channel 2
1-1-A-5-2

B-1

Bay 13 C-20
P-1
P-2
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ADR5
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DLON-11

DLON-10
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Px
Dx
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SAircuity
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Cx
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P
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Supply Air
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Cube

Bay 9

B-9

Screen

RS200
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DLON-9

SSQL

DLON-1

RS200
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Kitchen
Middle

C7

RS200
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C9

Front

B-7 Bay 7
C-7

SILON

C-9
P24-1

Conference

Bay 12
C-12
ADR4

DLON-8
Back

C5

DLON-5

C3

Bay 1
RS200
ADR2,Channel 1
1-1-A-2-1

C-1

ADR2

DLON-3

Common 1

Common 3

RS200
ADR4,Channel 2
1-1-A-4-3
DPB103
ADR4, Channel 4
1-1-A-4-4

B-3 Bay 3
C-3

RS200
ADR2,Channel 2
1-1-A-2-2

Common 2

RS200
ADR4,Channel 3
1-1-A-4-1

B-Receiver
P24-2
C-16
C-17
C-18
C-19

B-5 Bay 5
C-5

RS200
ADR2,Channel 3
1-1-A-2-3

Bay 11
RS200
ADR3,Channel 2
1-1-A-3-2

C-11

Bay 10
RS200
ADR3,Channel 3
1-1-A-3-3

C-10

Bay 8
RS200
ADR3,Channel 4
1-1-A-3-4
C8

C10

ADR3 DLON-7

Exhaust Air

DLON-2
SCam
B-10

C11

43.3 m
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B-8

C-8

Bay 6
ADR1

Bay 4

C-6

C

RS200
ADR2,Channel 3
1-1-A-1-2

RS200 6
ADR2,Channel 4
1-1-A-1-4

B-6

Bay 2

C-4

C4

B-4

C-2
RS200
ADR2,Channel 2
1-1-A-2-3

DLON-4

B-2

